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Fireworks and Gunpowder. 2018

Table-top game, poem, installation, performance.

In a situation of establishment of informational autocracies and hybrid regimes, the usage of different 
principles of contact with information becomes key. The definition of democratic and autocratic 
models becomes blurred. At the same time a volatile change within descriptive models, ethics and 
distances between points of view occurs. Often complex conflicts and proxy wars morph into a state 
of global irregular war. Politics become a continuation of war rather than the other way around. 
The fog of hybrid war covering multitudes of world processes makes cartography of abuses of power 
difficult.

Fireworks and Gunpowder is an interactive, table-top game based on one created by the CIA,  
designed to prepare agents to address complex crises, and the boardgame Pandemic, about finding 
cures for viral pandemics. The project represents a simulation of cooperative actions in a turbulent 
world through gameplay. When an informational mist has enveloped us, it blurs the shapes of many 
things. Autocracy clashes with democracy, giving birth to hybrids, one of which you and the other 
player(s) encounter: the Night State of Strong-Arm Bureaucracy (Informational Autocracy). Your 
objective is to find the night state within the three scenarios employing developed instincts and 
actions in an alliance with other player(s).

The poem included in work appeals to an event in the “data mist”. Similar to the mist from the 1980 
novella, The Mist, by Stephen King, the monster could be real or merely a hallucination. The poem 
warns of a refraction that can take place if you come close to the hybrid political regime. It distorts 
the laws misused in order to punish thoughts, words, reposts and likes, and changes the distribution 
of power and knowledge. This results in a need of a different set of instincts and modes of co-exist-
ence. 

The Fireworks and Gunpowder accommodates 2 to 4 players. Performative mediator plays the role  
of the Alliance Mediator.





From the catalog of the 12th Gwang ju Biennale, Imagined Borders.

The Ends: The Politics of Participation in the Post-Internet Age, curated 
by Christine Y. Kim and Rita Gonzalez.

In his recent works, Kirill Savchenkov examines how cognition and mediation work amidst the in-
creased volatility found throughout the general condition of the world. The artist describes volatility 
as “the current circumstances in which due to the developed technology and accessible Internet, each 
of us can freely express his or her own identity, opinions and worldviews. When the number of these 
belief systems grows disproportionally, when their vectors are opposite and they start to overlap, the 
volatility emerges.”

For the artist, the crisis of volatility directly connects with the concept of living in the post-truth and 
post-privacy world of information transparency, global surveillance and digital proxy wars. These 
post-truth phenomenon creates conditions in which facts can be combined and interpreted to mean 
just about anything. Thus, while depicting facts the key factor becomes the subjective emotional 
background. He compares this state of surrounding ourselves with subjective information bubbles 
to the state of “the elsewhere”, which he investigated in previous projects. The idea was first devel-
oped by the anthropologist Alexei Yurchak in his groundbreaking book, Everything Was Forever, 
Until It Was No More (2006), which described the Soviet peoples’ experience of internal emigration. 
Outwardly, many were living inside the system and functioning as part of it, but on the inside they 
were out of it. Openly fighting against the system would mean recognizing the regime, while the 
bottom line was simply to not notice it— to be elsewhere. 

In his newly work called Fireworks and Gunpowder, Savchenkov explores the possibility to form a 
new type of “the elsewhere” (or communities of  
“the elsewhere”) amidst a continuous clash between democracies and autocracies in our digital media 
age. He examines new schemes to navigate this late volatile world when the boundaries between 
the given and the created, human and non-human, body and intellect, politics and technology are 
blurred, which provides ample opportunities for hybrid regimes and political abuse. He looks into 
the issue of instrumentalizing “the elsewhere” concept in the new power relations existing against the 
backdrop of proxy policies. The artist presents a gathering-style tabletop game as the simplest form 
for both education and visualization of these invisible processes. Fireworks and Powder is based off 
a card game Collection the CIA uses to train their employees in order to apply different intelligence 
tactics in addressing the pressing crises of today. In turn, Collection was developed on the concept of 
Pandemic board game when the players use combined effort to fight deadly viruses that threaten to 
spread all over the world. Likewise, Fireworks and Powder initiates an act of mutual crisis man-
agement and urges players to team up and raise the question of how we can co-exist in the crisis of 
volatility and form new power structures in our current “medianaturecultural” world order. In order 
to achieve a high level of objectivity, Savchenkov assigns stark diversity to the game’s roles—both 
human (“the elsewhere” type) and non-human (such as an ocean, a bone, sand, and artificial intelli-
gence)—thus forming trans-species alliances that are more likely to produce unbiased scenarios to 
solve critical confrontations facing the world today. 

– Vika Dushkina





All of us – blurred spots to each other
As a body-object of cells interlinked within
Cells interlinked within cells interlinked
Within a deep surface.
——

A well-loved one, the mist

Baseline We are. Blurry stains.
Let’s move on to all of us. We are
Feel that in your body. We are.
All of us where each to one’s own? We are
Could we all – together when each has his own opinion and vector? We are
How to simultaneously within the system and outside be.

Baseline The Elsewhere. To each other.
Do you not trust? To each other
What could one await from the others? 
To each other
Helping to survive? 
To each other.

[The Elsewhere – to depart from a system 
while remaining. Shifting the meaning 
for oneself of one’s actions.]

Blurred
Are they used to be in the shadows? Blurred 
An organ which started growing a body itself? Blurred
By whom is the state built? Blurred
Proxy politics in 20 percent-shadows?
[80 percent propaganda laser ray in the fiberglass 
and violence – 20 percent, plainly violence]

Proxy control as the rules melt.
[Barotrauma from the fall of the wall and the change in the pressures amongeast and west, sunset and sunrise.]

[Community of the workers of security services was a syndicate for “the elsewhere” with it’s values. Sphere of survey of 
organ of power as any other intelligence to see the invisible, guess what 
could be but was not. They attempted to survive, but like all after 1991. Through unofficial networks helping each other. 
A lonely organ traversing  space, creating a body, a cocoon. So had the “Night” bureaucracy  happened among people in 
various spaces. Environments had been transformed. It isn’t a deep state and no conspiracy but Ethos.]

Are you used to corruption and violence? Blurred
Have you wanted to hang the accused head down? Blurred
Light autumn
breeze in the sunrays
bursting through rare 
grey-blue clouds
of rain. 
Blurred

Friendship – merely a moment in time? 
What do you think when you look in the eyes? 

We are blurred spots to each other, all.
[Ultra-transparent data becomes opaque of terms of importance]

[...To light a candle is to cast a shadow…]

Baseline Night State of Strong-Arm Bureaucracy (Siloviki)
As a body-object of cells interlinked within
Please bring strange things,
Please come bringing new things.
A body-object of cells interlinked within.
Body of Night State of Strong-Arm Bureaucracy lives in ultra-transparency? A body-object
Unseen, but the swirls anomalies in the opaque mist? A body-object.

Cells
Blurred contours? Cells
Volatility usage as stress-instrument and resource? Cells
Technology, culture and nature. Cells
Po-li-tics
[Actions rippling with associations on surface of water]

This creates only tiredness

Cells
[The man in a T-shirt taking a strange pose frozen in half-step exhorts
a monologue
about tiredness and depression.]



[A few valuing ethos of proxy wars with experience in Angola and DDR. They have 
encountered the magnet of strong-arm bureaucracies autocratic power. Cells refract 
light, 
reflect laws and practices equal the era of ever blurred borders. Invisibility, hiding, 
ineligibility, merely a question of distance. To live well is to live concealed. (thank you 
Ovid)]
[...cultural clash of a thousand of dots with differing vectors]
[Gaslighting, shaming, outing or just forced publicity so well known from soviet past]

[Proxy-choreography of the Night State of Strong-Arm Bureaucracy 
–“There they are not”–
libretto of hybrid wars proxy politics. 
Performed by a group of enterprising performers at a distance]

Blindness a tool? Within
Blindsight also a tool? Within
The Elsewhere? Within

Morning wind caressing the neck, warm light falling on the face.
You don’t recall the face of a brother now dead? Cells
Is it in doubt, to allow for the true guise of human essence from the start? Cells

As you are the extension of your own question
so am I
the extension of those environs. 
Cells
Only sand lovingly
mixed with the bones
will whisper
who was
the last.
[end titles]
The Sun Going South

Cells interlinked
Do you feel yourself as a self-protected naked body? Cells interlinked
Between the dark/light flow
Vectran Twaron Technora
surfaces
Smooth cobalt color
Reflecting surfaces.

Cells interlinked.
[Supernatural future of swarms of cells]
[...used as a strange metabolism of proxy logic. Night State consumes volatility, of all 
 postsoviet space: it’s dissolution, reassembly, contradictory identity of, contradictory 
 cultural postcolonization, southeast Ukraine]

Interlinked
Instrument of governance – aftershocks and radiation of comments from
social media repress? Interlinked
Conspiracy not as an action but state? Interlinked

Psychic dysfunction as a skill – swimming in sea – an advantage?
Interlinked 
[...cold breath...]
As Thanos, wins ideologically the porous hybrid politics made by autocracy. 
Interlinked
Russia as black knight for itself. Interlinked

[Hybrid regimes of personalized autocracies crawl away from destruction using the 
blurred 
borders and unclear laws and imitation of democracies. 
Meeting of Democracy and Autocracy]
Electro-recaller
(nominal charge power up to 120 KW)
as a help in interrogation of scientologists from Saint Petersburg?
Interlinked

[E – extremism article number 282]
Let there be deep snow in your inbreathing

[The gaze of a participant directed at a pale line of light over horizon clouds reflect in 
cold pink light.
Cold autumn sunset in the woods of fallen leaves.]
[Please use a few thought about acedia]

Return with us, return to us,
Be always coming……..

We exist
[a brief noise after silence]

Within
[some events are so visible their gravitation bends streams of information around 
them and becomes visible – cynicism of Strong-Arm Bureaucracy]
Is it a gravity lens in the depth of the data mist? Within.

[In (The Boiling Mist)
is twist]

Cold civil war. 
Chimerical war? Within
Volatility of cultural wars making a time-space warp. Within
Fighting corruption used as a tool of establishing it. Within
In the warped floats the Night State-Community? Within

but
a firewall against information can be only when friendship between cyclops of 
corporation and that of monstrous institution forms.

Baseline Solution
Within a deep surface. 
May your mouth contain the shapes of strange words? Within
Let the paths of your fingertips be your maps? Within
Let very old things come into your hands? Within
Let what you do not know come into your eyes? Within
Let desert sand harden your feet? Deep
May you smell food cooking you have not eaten? Deep
May the spring of a foreign river be your navel? Deep

———May your soul be at home where there are no houses? Surface

Well-loved one surface

One could get used to the darkness,
see things in it, but life there
shall alter and differ.

Walk carefully? well-loved one
Walk mindfully?
Walk fearlessly? 
well-loved one
To hear, one must be silent? 
well-loved one 

volatility and turbulence
As if water over the back of a whale
raising from limitless ocean if data.
“The sea fills my ear
with sand and with fear. 

You may wash out the sand,
but never the sound
of the ghost of the sea
that is haunting me.”
(Ted Hughes) 

well-loved one 
[Lawlessness and some conspiracy. A gathering of anonymous characters in echo  
chamber]

Impulse into the future
of energy of shame
for the past

So then it’s better to count oneself-late
when being unable to catch up to the speed.

End Baseline
Time complex NB/3478-6

Neither weakness, nor ignorance but arrogance is an obstacle for survival.

Only living remains?
We blurring hotspots to each other

Thank you Ursula K. Le Guin, Thanks to Vladimir Nabokov, Liu Cixin, Peter Watts, 
Thanks to Ryan Gosling, and Rosi Braidotti.







Kirill Savchenkov
Fireworks and Gunpowder, 2018
Table-top game, installation, performance.
variable dimensions
EUR 35 000





The poem appeals to an event in the “data mist”. Similar to the mist from the 1980 novella, The 
Mist, by Stephen King, the monster could be real or merely a hallucination. The poem warns 
of a refraction that can take place if you come close to the hybrid political regime. It distorts 
the laws misused in order to punish thoughts, words, reposts and likes, and changes the 
distribution of power and knowledge. This results in a need of a different set of instincts and 
modes of co-existence.

Kirill Savchenkov
Fireworks and Gunpowder, poem, 2020 
metallography on aluminum
42.5 x 26.7 cm
EUR 5 000
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